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Abstract
Consider to construct an in5nite sequence, or an in5nite word, from a 5nite set of letters such
as each letter is distributed with “good balance,” that is, as evenly as possible, when the densities
of letters are provided. Such words have been applied to many scheduling and routing problems
in various areas. Concerning the balancedness of words, the notions of regularity and balanced
words have been exploited. However, it is known that there does not always exist a balanced
word for given densities of letters. In this paper, we introduce a new notion called m-balanced
words, which gives a measure of “well balancedness” for any words with any densities of letters.
We derive some properties of m-balanced words and give a set of algorithms generating well
balanced words. We further give a few examples of applications to simple network scheduling
problems.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider to construct an in5nite sequence, or an in-nite word, from the set of
N (¿2) letters such as each letter is distributed with “good balance,” that is, as evenly
as possible, when the densities of letters are provided. For example, if we want to have
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a word of 0’s and 1’s with the identical density 12 , then we prefer 0101 0101 · · · to
0011 0011 · · · . Also, if we want to have a word of 0’s and 1’s with the respective
densities 25 and
3
5 , we prefer 10101 10101 · · · to 00111 00111 · · · . Such words have been
studied for a long time mainly in the 5eld of number theory and combinatorics (see
e.g. [15]), and since Hajek [10], they have also been applied to many scheduling and
routing problems in various areas (e.g., [1–4,16]).
Concerning the well balanced words on the set of two letters, say {0; 1}, the no-
tion called regularity or equivalently mechanical words (see De5nition 2.3 below) has
been exploited. Hajek [10] considers an admission control of a single-server queueing
system with renewal arrivals and exponential service times using a deterministic 0–1
word r= {rk}k ∈N, where the kth customer is admitted if rk =1 and rejected if rk =0.
He shows that, under the constraint that the density of {rk =1} is at least p (∈ (0; 1)),
limn→∞
∑n
k = 1 ENk=n is minimized when r is regular, where ENk denotes the expec-
tation of the queue length just before the kth arrival. Shirakawa et al. [16] generalize
the service time distribution and derive a similar result to [10] concerning the expec-
tation of the queue length just before the accepted arrival. Altman et al. [2] apply the
notion of regularity to words on the set of N (¿2) letters. They use the fact that
the word 
a(U ), replacing letter a’s in a word U by 1’s and other letters by 0’s, is
asymptotically regular if U is a balanced word (see De5nition 2.1(i) below), and apply
the balanced words to the routing problem of a discrete-event system with general ar-
rival and service time processes. They also apply the similar idea to several scheduling
problems (e.g., [1,3,4]).
As mentioned above, the “well balancedness” of words used in applications has been
discussed in terms of the notions of regularity and balanced words. In other words,
they have been only the criteria for “well balancedness” and those not satisfying such
notions have hardly been discussed (though some generalizations of balanced words
have indeed been considered from the view of number theory and combinatorics (e.g.,
[8,11])). When the cardinal N of the set of letters is two, one can always have a
balanced word for any given densities of letters. While N¿3, however, there does not
always exist a balanced word for given densities of letters. Fraenkel’s conjecture is
known as the condition for the densities of letters with which the balanced words exist
for N¿3, and some researchers have challenged to verify it (e.g., [2,14,17–19]). As
far as applications are concerned, it is also important to construct a word as balanced
as possible when the densities of letters are provided. In this paper, from this point of
view, we introduce a new notion called m-balanced words, where m is a nonnegative
integer. The notion of m-balanced words is a natural generalization of the balanced
words and gives a measure of “well balancedness” for any words on the set of N (¿2)
letters with any given vector of the densities, that is, the smaller the value of m is, the
better the word is balanced. Using this notion, one can say, for any given two words
with the common densities of letters, which one is better balanced. Furthermore, we
show that the algorithm constructing so-called billiard words can be used to construct
well balanced words for any given densities of letters. By applying to simple network
scheduling problems, we give some examples of the use of m-balanced words.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we brieJy review the notions and
basic properties of balanced words and regularity according to Altman et al. [2], and
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then we slightly supplement a part of their results. This section gives a preliminary to
the discussions in the later sections. Section 3 is the main part of the paper, where
we give the de5nition of the m-balanced words and then show some relations with
the existing results such as the balanced and constant-gap (each letter being periodic)
words. We further derive some properties of the m-balanced words. In fact, after com-
pletion of the 5rst draft, the authors heard that there exists another notion with the
same name as m-balanced words developed by Heinis [11]. The relation between the
two notions is discussed in this section. In Section 4, we present a set of algorithms
constructing well balanced words on the set of N letters given the densities of letters.
We also show some properties of the algorithms and give some experimental results.
In Section 5, we apply the m-balanced words into two examples of simple network
scheduling problems. Finally, Section 6 makes concluding remarks and discusses some
directions to further research.
2. Balanced words and regularity
This section gives a brief review on the notion and some basic properties of balanced
words according to Altman et al. [2], which gives preliminaries to the discussion in
the following sections. In addition, to supplement Theorem 2.5 of [2] (Proposition 2.1
below), we de5ne a new notion which is slightly stronger than the balanced words and
show its relation with the regularity property.
2.1. Preliminaries
Let A be a 5nite set of letters, called alphabet, and AZ (resp. AN) be the set of
both-sides (resp. right-side) in5nite words de5ned on A. We refer to words in AZ
(resp. AN) as Z-words (resp. N-words). For U ∈AZ or AN, a factor W of U is
a 5nite subword of consecutive letters in U . In particular, for a∈A, a factor with
the form aWa, that is, the both ends being a, is called an a-chain. The length of the
factor W is the number of letters in W and is denoted by |W |. For a∈A, |W |a denotes
the number of the letter a’s appearing in the factor W . The indicator of letter a is
de5ned as the function 
a :AZ → {0; 1}Z such that, for U = · · ·U−1U0U1U2 · · · ∈AZ,

a(U )n=1 if Un= a and 
a(U )n=0 otherwise. The indicator 
a on AN is de5ned in
the same manner. For U ∈AZ or AN and an integer n (¿0), let U[0;n) be the factor of
U with length n taken from an appropriately 5xed position 0 to the right. For a∈A,
we say that the letter a in U has its density pa if there exists a limit
lim
n→∞
|U[0;n)|a
n
= pa;
for some position of 0. By the de5nition, if each letter a in a word on A has its
density pa, then
∑
a∈A pa=1. On this setup, the notions of the balanced and constant-
gap words are de5ned as follows (see, e.g., [2]):
Denition 2.1 (Balanced=constant-gap words). (i) A word U on A is balanced if,
for each letter a∈A and any two factors W and W ′ in U such that |W |= |W ′|, it
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holds that
||W |a − |W ′|a|6 1:
(ii) A word U on A is constant-gap if, for each letter a∈A, 
a(U ) is periodic
with a period of the form (0 · · · 010 · · · 0).
In other words, a balanced word is such that, for each letter in the word, the numbers
of it appearing in any factors with the identical length diLer by at most one. On the
other hand, a constant-gap one is such that each letter appears periodically with its own
period. The following are examples of balanced words on {0; 1; 2} and {0; 1; 2; 3}:
0102010 0102010 · · · ;
01201012013 01201012013 · · · :
The following are examples of constant-gap words on {0; 1; 2; 3}:
0123 0123 · · · ;
01020103 01020103 · · · :
We here give only examples of balanced words that are periodic, but there are, of
course, aperiodic ones. When the densities are irrational, the balanced word is aperiodic
if it exists. On the other hand, you can easily see that constant-gap words are always
periodic. Any constant-gap words are clearly balanced [2, Proposition 2.7] and it is
shown that any letter in a balanced word has its own density [2, Lemma 2.2]. The
notion of the balanced words has a long history. Balanced words on {0; 1} are said to
satisfy the Sturmian block condition (SBC) and it is known that aperiodic balanced
words on {0; 1} are Sturmian words (see, e.g., [6,15]). Morse and Hedlund [15] show
the relation between the SBC and the following SCC and further the relation with the
Sturmian words:
Denition 2.2 (Sturmian chain condition (SCC)). A word U on {0; 1} is said to sat-
isfy the Sturmian chain condition if any two 0-chains 0W0 and 0W ′0 in U such that
|W |0 = |W ′|0 satisfy
||W | − |W ′||6 1:
We can see later that the notion of m-balanced words which we propose in Section 3
is a generalization of the SCC.
2.2. Regularity of words
We describe the relation between the regularity property by Hajek [10] and the
balanced words. Regular words are also called mechanical words and the de5nition of
[ultimate] regularity is as follows (see [2,6,10]):
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Denition 2.3 (Regularity). A Z-word d= · · ·d−1d0d1d2 · · · ∈ {0; 1}Z is regular (resp.
ultimately regular) if there exist two real numbers  and p (∈ (0; 1]) [resp. and an
integer k] such that
dn = + (n+ 1)p	 − + np	 for each n ∈ Z [resp: n¿k];
or dn = 
+ (n+ 1)p − 
+ np for each n ∈ Z [resp: n¿k]: (1)
The (ultimate) regularity is also de5ned on {0; 1}N in the same manner. It is known
that a regular (mechanical) word with irrational p is Sturmian (see [6]). The following
relation holds between the regularity and the balanced words.
Proposition 2.1 (Altman et al. [2]). (i) An N-word U on A is balanced if 
a(U ) is
regular for each a∈A.
(ii) If an N-word U on A is balanced, then 
a(U ) is ultimately regular for each
a∈A.
From Proposition 2.1, we could say that the balancedness of a word U
is almost equivalent to the regularity of 
a(U ) for all a in U . Using this fact,
Altman et al. [1–4] generalize Hajek’s result to the balanced words on the set of
N (¿2) letters. However, we have to note that the exact equivalence does not hold.
For example, the word · · · 001000 · · ·, where letter “1” appears only at once and all
other letters are “0,” is balanced but there does not exist p satisfying (1). Also, the
word · · · 010100101010 · · · constructed by inserting a “0” into the periodic word with
period (01) is balanced but there does not exist p satisfying (1). In the following, we
de5ne a new notion which slightly strengthen that of the balanced words and show an
equivalence property to the regularity.
Denition 2.4 (Strongly balanced words). A word U on A is strongly balanced if,
for each letter a in U , there exists a constant pa (∈ (0; 1]) such that any factor W of
U satis5es
|pa|W | − |W |a|¡ 1: (2)
By the de5nition, if a word U is strongly balanced, then any factor W of U sat-
is5es pa − 1=|W |¡|W |a=|W |¡pa + 1=|W | and we can easily see that pa in (2) is
the density of the letter a in U . In the left-hand side of (2), we can regard pa|W |
as the expected number of the letter a appearing in the factor W while |W |a repre-
sents the actual number. Thus, the de5nition of strong balance says that the diLerence
of these two values is strictly smaller than 1 for any factor and any letter. Note
that the above examples · · · 001000 · · · and · · · 010100101010 · · · are not strongly bal-
anced. This new notion has the following relations with the balanced words and the
regularity.
Lemma 2.1. Any strongly balanced words are balanced.
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Proof. Suppose that a word U on A is not balanced, that is, for some a∈A, there
exist two factors W and W ′ in U such that |W |= |W ′| and |W ′|a¿|W |a + 2. Then,
pa|W | − |W |a¿pa|W ′| − |W ′|a+2, and there does not exist pa satisfying (2) for both
W and W ′ simultaneously. Hence, U is not strongly balanced.
The following theorem not only supplements Proposition 2.1 but also gives another
characterization of the strongly balanced words:
Theorem 2.1. An N-word U on A is strongly balanced if and only if 
a(U ) is regular
for all a∈A.
Proof. Let an N-word U on A be strongly balanced and de5ne the sequence
fa(U )= {fa(U )n}n∈N on R recursively by
fa(U )n = fa(U )n−1 + pa − 
a(U )n; n = 1; 2; : : : ; (3)
where fa(U )0 is arbitrary on R. Then, we have for any integers k and n with 06k¡n,
fa(U )n − fa(U )k = (n− k)pa −
n∑
i=k+1

a(U )i = pa|U(k;n]| − |U(k;n]|a;
where U(k; n] is the factor of U consisting of the consecutive letters from position k+1
to position n. Thus, from the de5nition of strong balance, |fa(U )n − fa(U )k |¡1, that
is, there exists fa(U )sup = supk ∈N {fa(U )k} and either of the following holds:
fa(U )n ∈ [fa(U )sup − 1; fa(U )sup) for each n ∈ N; (4a)
fa(U )n ∈ (fa(U )sup − 1; fa(U )sup] for each n ∈ N: (4b)
Now, we can see from (3) that, in the case of (4a), 
a(U )n=1 if and only if fa(U )n
∈ [fa(U )sup−1; fa(U )sup−1+pa), while in the case of (4b), 
a(U )n=1 if and only if
fa(U )n ∈ (fa(U )sup−1; fa(U )sup−1+pa]. Therefore, setting a=1−pa− (fa(U )sup−
fa(U )0), we have in the case of (4a),

a(U )n = 1⇔ a + npamod 1 ∈ [1− pa; 1)
⇔a + (n+ 1)pa	 − a + npa	 = 1:
Similarly, in the case of (4b),

a(U )n = 1⇔ a + npamod 1 ∈ {0} ∪ (1− pa; 1)
⇔
a + (n+ 1)pa − 
a + npa = 1:
Hence, 
a(U ) is regular.
Conversely, if the N-word 
a(U ) on {0; 1} is regular, then we can easily show that
any factor W of U satis5es pa|W |	6|W |a 6 
pa|W |, and also satis5es
|pa|W | − |W |a|¡1.
We will see later that the m-balanced words proposed in the next section have a
similar property to the de5nition of the strongly balanced words (see Theorem 3.7
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below) and also that the notion of the strongly balanced words can characterize the
algorithm presented in Section 4 (see Theorem 4.3 below).
3. m-Balanced words
When the cardinal N of alphabet A is two, we always have a balanced word for any
given densities of letters. When N¿3, however, there does not always exist a balanced
word for given densities of letters. Fraenkel’s conjecture is known as the condition for
densities of letters with which the balanced words exist for N¿3, and some researchers
have challenged to specify the vectors of densities with which constant-gap or balanced
words exist (see, e.g., [2,14,17–19]).
As far as applications are concerned, it seems also important to construct a word as
well balanced as possible when the densities of letters are provided. In this section, we
propose a new notion of well balancedness called “m-balanced words,” where m is a
nonnegative integer. This new notion is well de5ned for any words with any densities
of letters by choosing a proper value of m and gives a measure of “well balancedness”
on AZ as well as AN, that is, the smaller the value of m is, the better the word is
balanced. We show that the notion of m-balanced words are a natural generalization
of the Sturmian chain condition and includes the notions of the balanced and constant-
gap ones. We further show the relations with other existing results such as another
notion with the same name as the m-balanced words by Heinis [11]. Some asymptotic
properties are also derived.
3.1. De-nition and basic properties
Denition 3.1 (m-Balanced words). For a nonnegative integer m and a word U on
A, a letter a is m-balanced in U if it satis5es the following: Whenever there exists
an a-chain aWa in U , any factor W ′ in U such that |W ′|= |W | + m + 1 satis5es
|W ′|a¿|W |a + 1. The word U is m-balanced if each letter in U is m-balanced.
Note that, if a letter a is m-balanced in a word U , then it is also n-balanced for any
n¿m. Similarly, if a word U is m-balanced, then it is n-balanced for any n¿m. Here
is an example of 2-balanced word on {0; 1; 2}:
010102 010102 · · · ;
where the letters 0 and 2 are 0-balanced while the letter 1 is 2-balanced.
The de5nition of m-balanced words may be hard to accept intuitively. However,
the notion of m-balance is a natural generalization of the Sturmian chain condition
(De5nition 2.2) in the following sense.
Theorem 3.1 (Chain condition). (i) If a word U on A is m-balanced, then for
each letter a in U , any two a-chains aWa and aW ′a such that |W |a= |W ′|a
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satisfy
||W | − |W ′||6 m: (5)
(ii) If any letter in U ∈AZ appears either at most once or in-nitely on both the
left and right sides and, for each letter a in U , any two a-chains aWa and aW ′a such
that |W |a= |W ′|a satisfy (5), then U is m-balanced.
We say that a word U on A satis5es chain condition of size m if, for each letter a in
U , any two a-chains aWa and aW ′a such that |W |a= |W ′|a satisfy (5). This condition
means that the diLerence of the lengths of any two a-chains including the same number
of a’s is not greater than m. We can see that the chain condition of size 1 on A= {0; 1}
comes from the Sturmian chain condition.
Proof of (i). Suppose that a word U does not satisfy the chain condition of size m.
Then, for some letter a in U , there exist two a-chains aWa and aW ′a such that
|W |a= |W ′|a and |W ′| − |W |¿m+ 1. Then, any sub-factor of W ′, say W ′′, such that
|W ′′|= |W |+ m+ 1 satis5es |W ′′|a6|W |a, and hence U is not m-balanced.
Proof of (ii). Suppose that U is not m-balanced, that is, for some letter a in U , there
exist an a-chain aWa and a factor W ′ such that |W ′|= |W |+m+ 1 and |W ′|a6|W |a.
Now, under the assumption of the theorem, we can take an a-chain aW ′′a such that
W ′ is a sub-factor of W ′′ and |W ′′|a= |W |a. Then, clearly |W ′′|¿|W |+m+1, that is,
U does not satisfy the chain condition of size m.
Theorem 3.1 immediately leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Let a Z-word U on A satisfy the condition of Theorem 3.1(ii). Then,
any su8x U[0;∞) ∈AN also satis-es the chain condition of size m and is m-balanced
up to the position of 0.
Recall that, if a word U is m-balanced, then it is also n-balanced for any n¿m.
Thus, when we are given any U and U ′ ∈AZ or AN with the same vector of densities,
we can say that word U is balanced better than U ′ if there exists some m (¿0) such
that U is m-balanced and U ′ is not. In other words, the notion of m-balanced words
gives a measure of “well balancedness” on AZ as well as AN (though we can, of
course, consider another de5nition of well balancedness as discussed in Section 6).
3.2. Relation with the existing results
The following theorem shows that the notion of m-balanced words is also a
generalization of the balanced and constant-gap words.
Theorem 3.2. (i) A word U on A is 1-balanced if and only if it is balanced.
(ii) A word U on A is 0-balanced if and only if it is constant-gap.
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Proof of (i). Suppose that U is not balanced. Then, for some letter a of U , there
exist two factors W and W ′ such that |W |= |W ′| and |W ′|a − |W |a¿2. We can take
an a-chain aW ′′a which is a sub-factor of W ′ satisfying |aW ′′a|a= |W ′|a. Then, any
sub-factor W ′′′ of W such that |W ′′′|= |aW ′′a|= |W ′′| + 2 satis5es |W ′′′|a6|W |a6
|W ′|a − 2= |W ′′|a. Hence, U is not 1-balanced.
Conversely, suppose that U is not 1-balanced, that is, for some letter a of U ,
there exist an a-chain aWa and a factor W ′ such that |W ′|= |W | + 2= |aWa| and
|W ′|a6|W |a= |aWa|a − 2. Thus, U is not balanced.
Proof of (ii). Suppose that U on A is not constant-gap. Then, for some letter a in U ,
there exist two a-chains aWa and aW ′a such that |W |a= |W ′|a=0 and
|W ′| − |W |¿1. Clearly, any sub-factor of W ′, say W ′′, such that |W ′′|= |W | + 1
satis5es |W ′′|a=0= |W |a. Hence, U is not 0-balanced.
Conversely, suppose that U on A is constant-gap. Since the indicator 
a(U ) is
periodic for any letter a in U , if there exists an a-chain aWa, then any factor W ′ such
that |W ′|= |aW |= |W |+1 satis5es |W ′|a= |aW |a= |W |a+1. Hence, U is 0-balanced.
After completion of the 5rst draft, the authors heard that there exist some general-
izations of the balanced or Sturmian words (e.g., [8,11]). Among them, Heinis [11]
considers another notion with the same name as m-balanced words, which is de5ned by
the words satisfying the following condition. In this paper, we refer to such a condition
as the block condition of size m:
Denition 3.2 (Block condition). A word U onA is said to satisfy the block condition
of size m if, for each letter a in U and any two factors W and W ′ in U such that
|W |= |W ′|, it holds that
||W |a − |W ′|a|6 m:
The block condition of size m says that, for each letter appearing in a word, the
numbers of it in any factors with identical length diLer by at most m. This condition
is a natural generalization of the de5nition of balanced words (De5nition 2.1(i)) or the
SBC. The words satisfying the block condition are shown to have some advantageous
properties in terms of complexity (see [11] for details). We now describe the relation
between the block condition and our m-balanced words. First, the block condition is
clearly meaningless for m=0. For m¿1, we can verify the following.
Theorem 3.3. For m¿1, any m-balanced words satisfy the block condition of size m.
When m=1, the converse also holds.
By this theorem, we can say that, when m¿1, our m-balanced words inherit
any advantageous properties of Heinis’s. To prove the theorem, we show the
following.
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Lemma 3.1. If a word U on A is m-balanced, then for each letter a∈A, any
a-chain aWa and any factor W ′ such that |W ′|a= |W |a satisfy |W ′|6|W |+ m.
Proof. Suppose that there exist an a-chain aWa and a factor W ′ in U such that
|W |a= |W ′|a but |W ′|¿|W | + m + 1. Then, any sub-factor of W ′, say W ′′, such that
|W ′′|= |W |+ m+ 1 satis5es |W ′′|a6|W |a, hence U is not m-balanced.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Suppose that a word U does not satisfy the block condition of
size m, that is, for some letter a in U , there exist two factors W and W ′ such that
|W |= |W ′| and |W ′|a¿|W |a+m+1. Since m¿1, factor W ′ has at least two a’s. Now,
take an a-chain aW ′′a which is a sub-factor of W ′ and satis5es |W ′′|a= |W |a. Then,
clearly |W ′′|6 |W |−m−1, and from Lemma 3.1, U is not m-balanced. The converse
for m=1 is immediate from Theorem 3.2(i) since the block condition of size 1 de5nes
the balanced words.
The converse of Theorem 3.3 does not hold for m¿2. For example, the word with
period (0101212) satis5es the block condition of size 2 but is not 2-balanced in our
sense. With the same vector of densities, the 2-balanced word exists and is one with
period (0121012), which is indeed balanced. In this sense, we can say that our notion
of m-balanced words de5nes the better balance than those in [11]. In other words, our
notion strengthens that of Heinis in terms of well balancedness while it preserves the
advantages in terms of complexity.
The following is a generalization of the result by Hubert [12] (and also [9]), which
is a relation between the balanced and constant-gap words, into a relation between the
m-balanced and constant-gap words:
Theorem 3.4. Let U be an m-balanced word on A= {a1; : : : ; aN} and let B1; : : : ;BN
be mutually disjoint alphabets. Construct a new word S by replacing the subsequence
of ai’s in U by a constant-gap word on Bi for each i=1; : : : ; N . Then, S is m-balanced
on the alphabet
⋃N
i=1Bi.
Proof. It is suNcient to show that, for a letter a in an m-balanced word U on A, a
word S, which is constructed by replacing the subsequence of a’s by a constant-gap
word G on an alphabet B, is m-balanced, where A\{a} and B are disjoint. By the
construction procedure, for any letter b in G and any b-chain bXb of S, there exists an
a-chain aWa of U (and a positive integer l) such that |aW |= |bX | and |aW |a= |bX |B
(= l|bX |b), where |bX |B denotes the number of components of B appearing in fac-
tor bX . By the de5nition of m-balance, any factor W ′ of U such that |W ′|= |W |+m+1
satis5es |W ′|a¿|W |a+1. In other words, any factor X ′ of S such that |X ′|= |X |+m+1
satis5es |X ′|B¿|X |B + 1. Now, since the letter b appears periodically in G, for any
b-chain bYb of G, any factor Y ′ of G such that |Y ′|¿|bY | satis5es |Y ′|b¿|bY |b. Hence,
for any b-chain bXb of S, any factor X ′ of S such that |X ′|B¿|bX |B= |X |B+1 satis5es
|X ′|b¿|bX |b= |X |b + 1.
Theorem 3.4 leads immediately to the following corollary.
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Corollary 3.2. If there exist an m-balanced word with vector of densities (p1; : : : ; pM )
and a constant-gap word with vector of densities (q1; : : : ; qN ), then we can construct
an m-balanced word on the alphabet of M + N − 1 letters with vector of densi-
ties (p1; : : : ; pi−1; piq1; : : : ; piqN ; pi+1; : : : ; pM ) for each i=1; : : : ; M .
This corollary implies that we can 5nd inductively some vector of densities with
which constant-gap words exist (m=0) using the fact that the vector of densities
(1=N; : : : ; 1=N ) always has the constant-gap word for any N letters. Further, given an
m-balanced word with a certain vector of densities, it is possible to 5nd inductively
the vectors of densities of other m-balanced words, where the number of letters in the
corresponding alphabet increases with every step.
3.3. Asymptotic properties
In this subsection, some results concerning the asymptotic properties of m-balanced
words are derived. First, we verify the following.
Theorem 3.5. For any m¿0, each letter a in an m-balanced word U has its own
density.
Before proving this theorem, we have to show the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let U be an m-balanced word on A. Then, each letter in U appears
either at most once or in-nitely often. In particular, when U ∈AZ, each letter which
appears in-nitely does appear in-nitely on both the left and right sides.
Proof. If letter a appears twice in U , then there exists an a-chain aWa in U . By the
de5nition of m-balanced words, in any factor W ′ such that |W ′|= |W |+m+ 1 (¿1),
the letter a appears at least |W |a + 1 (¿1) times. Hence, a appears in5nitely often.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. If a letter a appears in U only at most once, then clearly
the density of a exists and is zero. Suppose that the letter a appears at least twice.
The assertion is trivial when m=0 since a 0-balanced word is constant-gap by Theo-
rem 3.2(ii). Consider the case of m¿1. By Lemma 3.2, for any positive  (¡1), there
always exists an a-chain aWa in U such that |aW |a¿
3m=. Also, from the chain con-
dition (5), any a-chain aW ′a such that |W ′|a= |W |a satis5es |W |−m6|W ′|6|W |+m.
In other words, the length of an a-chain aW (1)aW (2)a · · · aW (k)a such that |W (1)|a
= · · · = |W (k)|a= |W |a is greater than or equal to k(|aW | − m) + 1 and smaller than
or equal to k(|aW |+ m) + 1. Thus,
lim sup
n→∞
|U[0;n)|a
n
6 lim
k→∞
k|aW |a + 1
k(|aW | − m) + 1 =
|aW |a
|aW | − m;
lim inf
n→∞
|U[0;n)|a
n
¿ lim
k→∞
k|aW |a
k(|aW |+ m) =
|aW |a
|aW |+ m:
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Therefore,
lim sup
n→∞
|U[0;n)|a
n
− lim inf
n→∞
|U[0;n)|a
n
6
|aW |a
|aW | − m −
|aW |a
|aW |+ m =
2m|aW |a
|aW |2 − m2
6
2m|aW |a
|aW |a2 − m2
;
where the last inequality follows from |aW |¿|aW |a (¿m). Any x such that x¿
3m=
satis5es 2mx=(x2−m2)¡ as the solution to quadratic inequality 2mx¡(x2−m2), and
hence the limit of |U[0;n)|a=n as n→∞ exists.
For an m-balanced word U on A and any letter a in U with the positive density pa,
let aW (1)a · · · aW (n)a denote an a-chain in U such that |W (i)|a=0 for i=1; : : : ; n. Then,
we have immediately from Theorem 3.5 that,
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
|aW (i)| = 1
pa
; (6)
that is, the asymptotic mean of successive a’s distances is 1=pa. The following theorem
is concerning the asymptotic variance of distances:
Theorem 3.6. Let a word U be m-balanced. For any letter a in U with the positive
density pa, let aW (1)a · · · aW (n)a denote an a-chain in U such that |W (i)|a=0 for
i=1; : : : ; n. Then,
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣|aW (i)| − 1pa
∣∣∣∣6 m2 ;
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
|aW (i)| − 1
pa
)+
6
m
4
;
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
|aW (i)| − 1
pa
)2
6
m2
4
;
where x+ = max(0; x).
Proof. When the word U is constant-gap, the assertion is clear since |aW (i)| is constant
at 1=pa. Suppose that U is not constant-gap. From chain condition (5), it holds that
||aW (i)|−|aW (j)||6m for any i and j (= 1; 2; : : :), that is, there exist xsup = supi |aW (i)|
and xinf = inf i |aW (i)| such that 0¡xsup − xinf6m. Let f denote a nonnegative and
convex function on R. Then, for any x∈ [xinf ; xsup],
f(x)6
(x − xinf )f(xsup) + (xsup − x)f(xinf )
xsup − xinf :
Since the right-hand side is linear in x, we have clearly from (6) that,
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
f(|aW (i)|)6 (1=pa − x
inf )f(xsup) + (xsup − 1=pa)f(xinf )
xsup − xinf : (7)
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Furthermore, due to the convexity of f, given the value of xinf , we can see easily that
the right-hand side above is nondecreasing in xsup. Thus, taking xsup − xinf →m and
writing y=1=pa − xinf (¿0), (7) leads to
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
f(|aW (i)|)6 yf(m− y + 1=pa) + (m− y)f(1=pa − y)
m
: (8)
Now, letting f(x)= |x−1=pa|, f(x)= (x−1=pa)+ and f(x)= (x−1=pa)2, respectively,
the right-hand side of (8) reduces to
2y(m− y)
m
=− 2
m
(
y − m
2
)2
+
m
2
6
m
2
;
y(m− y)
m
=− 1
m
(
y − m
2
)2
+
m
4
6
m
4
;
y(m− y) =−
(
y − m
2
)2
+
m2
4
6
m2
4
;
which completes the proof.
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 are easily generalized as follows:
Corollary 3.3. Let a word U be m-balanced, and for any letter a in U with the
positive density pa, let X i(k)= aW (i)a · · · aW (i+k−1), where aW (j)a is an a-chain such
that |W (j)|a=0. Then,
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
|X i(k)| = k
pa
;
and furthermore,
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣|X i(k)| − kpa
∣∣∣∣6 m2 ;
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
|X i(k)| − k
pa
)+
6
m
4
;
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
|X i(k)| − k
pa
)2
6
m2
4
:
Before concluding this section, we present the following theorem which is important
in applications to some network scheduling problems (see Section 5).
Theorem 3.7. Let a word U be m-balanced and let pa be the density of letter a in
U . Then, for any letter a and any factor W in U ,
|pa|W | − |W |a|6 1 + pa(m− 1): (9)
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This theorem says that, for each letter a in an m-balanced word, the diLerence of the
expected and actual numbers of a’s appearing in any factor is bounded by a function of
pa and m. We can see that the de5nition of strongly balanced words (De5nition 2.4)
is such that the property in Theorem 3.7 with m=1 is strengthened.
Proof. The assertion is trivial when pa=0 because we can show easily that the letter a
appears at most once in U in this case. Consider a letter a with pa¿0. Rewriting
(9) as
|W |a − 1
pa
− (m− 1)6 |W |6 |W |a + 1
pa
+ (m− 1);
we verify below the left and right inequalities separately. First, we show the left one.
When |W |a61, clearly |W |¿(|W |a−1)=pa− (m−1). Consider the case that |W |a¿2.
If |W |¡(|W |a − 1)=pa − (m − 1), then clearly the a-chain aW ′a which is a sub-
factor of W and |aW ′a|a= |W |a also satis5es |aW ′a|¡(|W |a − 1)=pa − (m− 1). From
the de5nition of m-balance, any factor W ′′ with length |W ′′|= |W ′| + m + 1 satis5es
|W ′′|a¿|W ′|a +1= |W |a − 1. Thus, considering the factor W (1)W (2) · · ·W (k) such that
|W (1)|= · · · = |W (k)|= |W ′|+ m+ 1,
pa ¿ lim
k→∞
k(|W |a − 1)
k(|W ′|+ m+ 1) =
|W |a − 1
|aW ′a|+ m− 1 :
However, since |aW ′a|¡(|W |a − 1)=pa − (m− 1), the right-hand side above is strictly
greater than pa, which leads contradiction.
Next, we show |W |6(|W |a +1)=pa + (m− 1). Suppose that there exists a factor W
such that |W |¿(|W |a+1)=pa+(m−1). From Lemma 3.1, any a-chain aW (1)aW (2)a · · ·
aW (k)a such that |W (1)|a= · · · = |W (k)|a= |W |a satis5es |aW (1)a · · · aW (k)|¿
k(|W | − m+ 1). Therefore,
pa 6 lim
k→∞
k(|W |a + 1)
k(|W | − m+ 1) =
|W |a + 1
|W | − m+ 1 :
However, since |W |¿(|W |a + 1)=pa + (m − 1), the right-hand side above is strictly
smaller than pa, which leads contradiction.
4. The algorithms
The notion of m-balanced words gives a measure of “well balancedness” on in5nite
words on a 5nite set of letters. However, we have to note that it is a diNcult problem
to 5nd the possible smallest m in terms of the m-balance given a vector of densities
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of letters. In this section, we show a set of algorithms which constructs well balanced
words given a vector of densities.
4.1. Basic algorithm
We 5rst give a basic algorithm and show some advantageous properties of it. The
algorithm is known as one constructing so-called “billiard words” (see, e.g., [5]). We
show that the basic algorithm always gives us an (N − 1)-balanced word on any
alphabet of N letters. We further show that, once a strongly balanced word is given, the
algorithm can realize it. The principle of the algorithm is as follows: Suppose that, for
alphabet A= {a1; : : : ; aN}, each letter ai has its density pi (¿0), where
∑N
i=1 pi =1.
Consider the real line on which we put a sequence of marked points with mark space A
such that, for mark ai, we 5rst put a point at an arbitrary position "i (∈R) and continue
to put the points every 5xed interval 1=pi on both the left and right sides. Then, we
choose the letters corresponding to the marks one by one from the left to the right
on the nonnegative domain of the real line, where we assume that the priority is
determined in advance in case that more than one marks are at the same position on
the line.
Algorithm 1. Step 0: Let U be the null word. For each i (= 1; : : : ; N ), set the value
of "i arbitrary in [0; 1=pi) or (0; 1=pi].
Step 1: Choose the minimum, say "i, among {"1; : : : ; "N}, update as U ← Uai and
"i ← "i + 1=pi, and repeat this step.
Algorithm 1 is simple and easy to implement, and furthermore, it has some advan-
tageous properties. To show such properties, and thus, to show the relation between
the m-balanced and billiard words, we 5rst verify the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Let U be a word constructed by Algorithm 1. Then, for any two letters a
and b in U , and any two a-chains aWa and aW ′a such that |W |a= |W ′|a, it holds
that ||W |b − |W ′|b|61.
Proof. Consider the real line on which a sequence of points is put with 5xed inter-
val q (¿0). When we take an arbitrary interval [s; s + t) on the line, the number of
points, say k, in this interval satis5es (k−1)q¡t¡(k+1)q. For any 5xed value t (¿0),
the number of k’s satisfying this inequality is at most two. In other words, the dif-
ference between the maximum and minimum numbers of points in the intervals with
5xed length is at most one.
Now, consider the word U constructed by using Algorithm 1. For any letter a with
pa¿0 and any integer l (¿0), there exist two a-chains aWa and aW ′a such that
|W |a= |W ′|a= l. Then, on the corresponding real line, there exist two intervals with
the same length (l+1)=pa. From the above observation, the diLerence of the numbers
of points with mark b in these two intervals is at most one.
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Using Lemma 4.1, we can show some advantageous properties of Algorithm 1 as
follows.
Theorem 4.1. Let N be the number of letters in alphabet A. Then, any word on A
constructed by Algorithm 1 is (N − 1)-balanced for any initial values ("1; : : : ; "N )
and any vector of densities of letters.
Proof. Let U be constructed by Algorithm 1. From Lemma 4.1, for any two letters a
and b in U , and any two a-chains aWa and aW ′a such that |W |a= |W ′|a, we have
||W |b − |W ′|b|61. Thus, since there are N − 1 kinds of letters other than a, we have
readily ||W | − |W ′||61× (N − 1), that is, U is (N − 1)-balanced from Corollary 3.1.
Theorem 4.1 implies that any billiard word with N letters is (N − 1)-balanced.
Theorem 4.2. If Algorithm 1 constructs an m-balanced word on the alphabet of N
letters with densities (p1; : : : ; pN ), pi¿0, i=1; : : : ; N , then there exists an (m + 1)-
balanced word on the alphabet of N − 1 letters with densities (p1=(1−pi); : : : ; pi−1=
(1− pi); pi+1=(1− pi); : : : ; pN =(1− pi)) for each i=1; : : : ; N .
Proof. Suppose that a word U is m-balanced. From chain condition (5), for any letter a
in U , any two a-chains aWa and aW ′a such that |W |a= |W ′|a satisfy ||W |−|W ′||6m.
Furthermore, if U is constructed by Algorithm 1, it holds from Lemma 4.1 that
||W |b − |W ′|b|61 for any other letter b in U . Now, consider the word S obtained
by removing away all b’s from U , and let aXa and aX ′a denote the a-chains of S
corresponding to aWa and aW ′a of U , respectively. Then, clearly |X |a= |X ′|a and
||X | − |X ′||6m + 1 and thus, S is (m + 1)-balanced. If U is on N letters with den-
sities (p1; : : : ; pN ) and the density of b is pi, then S is on N − 1 letters with densi-
ties (p1=(1− pi); : : : ; pi−1=(1− pi); pi+1=(1− pi); : : : ; pN =(1− pi)).
This theorem indicates that, if Algorithm 1 constructs an m-balanced word with a
certain vector of densities, we can 5nd some vectors of densities with which (m+ 1)-
balanced words exist, where the number of letters in the corresponding alphabet de-
creases by one.
While Algorithm 1 can construct an (N − 1)-balanced word on N letters for any
vector of densities (p1; : : : ; pN ) and any initial values ("1; : : : ; "N ) by Theorem 4.1, the
following theorem says that it has further potential if the initial values can be chosen
appropriately.
Theorem 4.3. Given a strongly balanced word U on A, Algorithm 1 can construct
U by choosing an appropriate vector of initial values {"a}a∈A.
Proof. Suppose that U is strongly balanced. Since 
a(U ) is regular for each a∈A
by Theorem 2.1, there exist constants a and pa such that either of the following
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holds:

a(U )n = 1{a + npamod 1 ∈ [1− pa; 1)}; n ∈ N; (10a)

a(U )n = 1{a + npamod 1 ∈ {0} ∪ (1− pa; 1)}; n ∈ N; (10b)
where 1{E} denotes the indicator function for event E. Dividing the condition in (10a)
by pa and letting "a= − a=pa, we have

a(U )n = 1{∃k ∈ Z;−"a + n ∈ [k=pa − 1; k=pa)}
= 1{∃k ∈ Z;"a + k=pa ∈ (n; n+ 1]}; n ∈ N: (11a)
Similarly, (10b) leads

a(U )n = 1{∃k ∈ Z;"a + k=pa ∈ [n; n+ 1)}; n ∈ N: (11b)
Since, for each n∈N, there exists exactly one letter a∈A satisfying 
a(U )n=1,
(11) says that, when executing Algorithm 1 with such {"a}a∈A, there is exactly a
couple (a; ka) satisfying either "a + ka=pa ∈ (n; n + 1] or [n; n + 1) for each n∈N.
Whether that is in (n; n + 1] or in [n; n + 1) depends on the letter, and setting as the
letter satisfying (10a) has the priority over one satisfying (10b), any strongly balanced
word is realized by Algorithm 1.
4.2. Searching good initial values of the basic algorithm
Using Algorithm 1, as seen in the above subsection, we can obtain an (N − 1)-
balanced word on the set of N letters with any vector of densities of letters. However,
we may not be able to obtain the word with better balance even if it might exist. It
is another diNcult problem to obtain the initial value "=("1; : : : ; "N ) of Algorithm
1 to construct the best possible balanced word when a vector of densities of letters
is given. We here try to 5nd a good initial value of Algorithm 1 using the classical
random search method. Suppose that the vector of densities (p1; : : : ; pN ) is given. Let,
for "=("1; : : : ; "N ), m(") denote the value of m in terms of the m-balance for the
word constructed by Algorithm 1 with the initial value ". Then, the random search
algorithm to 5nd the value of " which minimizes m(") is as follows:
Algorithm 2. Step 0: Choose the value of "=("1; : : : ; "N ) such that "i is uniformly
distributed on [0; 1=pi), i=1; : : : ; N . Construct a word by using Algorithm 1 with the
initial value " and set m=m(").
Step 1: Choose the value of "ˆ randomly and construct a word by using Algorithm
1 in the same way as in Step 0. If m("ˆ)¡m, then update as "← "ˆ and m←m("ˆ).
Repeat this step in a predetermined times.
In order to apply this method, we are necessary to know the value of m in terms of
the m-balance for any given word which is constructed by Algorithm 1, and this can
be done by exploiting the property shown in Corollary 3.1. In the remainder of this
section, we consider only the case where p1; : : : ; pN are all rational numbers and we
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write (p1; : : : ; pN )= (x1=T; : : : ; xN =T ), where x1; : : : ; xN and T are positive integers with
x1 + · · ·+ xN =T and the greatest common divisor (G.C.D) of (x1; : : : ; xN ) is equal to
1. In this case, it is clear that any word constructed by Algorithm 1 has the period
with length T and the letter with density xi=T , i=1; : : : ; N , appears in xi times in a
period, because the relative positions among {"1; : : : ; "N} in Algorithm 1 become the
same in every output of T letters. Using Corollary 3.1 and exploiting the property of
periodic words, we have just a simple algorithm deriving the value of m, in terms of
the m-balance, for a word constructed by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 3. An N-word U on {a1; : : : ; aN} constructed by Algorithm 1 is given,
where the density of ai is xi=T , i=1; : : : ; N . For each i=1; : : : ; N , letter ai in U is
numbered and is denoted by a(1)i ; a
(2)
i ; : : : .
Step 0: Set m1 = · · · =mN =0 and i= j=1.
Step 1: Let M (i; j)= maxk=1;:::; xi {|a(k)i Wa(k+j)i |} and M (i; j)= mink=1;:::;xi{|a(k)i
Wa(k+j)i |}. Set mi← max{M (i; j)−M (i; j); mi}.
Step 2: If j= xi=2	 or M (i; j)−M (i; j)= 0, then update i← i+1 and go to Step 1,
but if i=N , then stop and return m= max{m1; : : : ; mN}. Otherwise, update j← j + 1
and go to Step 1.
We here make a few comments on the algorithm above. First, since the word U is
periodic and the number of letter ai appearing in a period is xi, it is suNcient to check
the length of ai-chain a
(k)
i Wa
(k+j)
i for k =1; : : : ; xi. Also, it is clear that it suNces to
check the length of a(k)i Wa
(k+j)
i for j=1; : : : ; xi. Furthermore, for j=1; : : : ; xi, we have
M (i; j) = T − min
k=1;:::;xi
{T − |a(k)i Wa(k+j)i |}
= T − min
k=1;:::;xi
{|a(k)i Wa(k+xi)i | − |a(k)i Wa(k+j)i | − 1}
= T − min
k=1;:::;xi
{|a(k+j)i Wa(k+xi)i | − 2}
= T −M (i; xi − j)− 2
and similarly, M (i; j)=T −M (i; xi − j)− 2. Therefore, we have M (i; j)−M (i; j)=M
(i; xi − j)−M (i; xi − j) and it is suNcient to check for j=1; : : : ; xi=2	.
Now, we show some experimental results in Table 1, in each of which Step 1 of
Algorithm 2 is iterated in 1000 times. In the left column of the table, (x1; : : : ; xN )
means that the vector of densities is given as (x1=T; : : : ; xN =T ) with x1 + · · ·+ xN =T .
While, in the right column, the periods of constructed words are presented. We can
see the results as we have expected, where the densities in Tables 1(a)–(c) are shown
to have m-balanced words for m=0; 1; 2 using Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 4.2.
5. Simple examples of applications
In this section, we apply the results developed through the previous sections into
two simple network scheduling problems: One is the scheduling of a processor sharing
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Table 1
Execution results of the algorithms
(a) Constant-gap words
(1,1,1,1) (0312)
(2,2,1,1) (012013)
(3,1,1,1) (010203)
(4,2,1,1) (01020103)
(3,3,2,2,2) (021403120413)
(4,4,2,1,1) (012013012014)
(6,2,2,1,1) (020104020103)
(6,3,1,1,1) (020103010401)
(8,4,2,1,1) (0102010301020104)
(b) Balanced words
(4,2,1) (0102010)
(4,4,2,1) (01301201012)
(6,2,1,1) (0201003010)
(6,2,2,1) (01020301020)
(6,3,1,1) (01020103010)
(8,2,1,1) (001002001003)
(8,4,1,1) (01020100103010)
(8,4,2,1) (010201030102010)
(4,3,2,1,1) (01204102103)
(8,8,4,2,1) (01201012013012014012013)
(12,4,4,2,1) (02010302010402010302010)
(12,6,3,1,1) (02010010201040102010301)
(16,8,4,2,1) (0102010301020104010201030102010)
(c) 2-balanced words
(3,2,1) (012010)
(30,2,1) (000000010000000000000002100000000)
(4,3,2,1) (0120130210)
(5,4,3,2,1) (021032014012301)
(21,4,3,1,1) (010003001020000100020400100002)
node at a switch in a telecommunication network and the other is the routing problem
of customer arrivals to multiple parallel deterministic queues. Though these examples
are so simple, they would demonstrate the use of the m-balanced words in such areas.
5.1. Discrete-time scheduling of a server shared by parallel queues
N (¿2) parallel discrete-time queues share a server with its capacity of one job
per unit time. The time axis is divided into unit-time intervals, called slots, and at
every slot, jobs arrive to each queue in batch (where the batches are possibly empty).
The server is allocated to either one of queues at each slot and serves a job if any.
Jobs at each queue are processed under the 5rst-in, 5rst-out (FIFO) discipline, where
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jobs arriving at the same queue at the same slot are arbitrarily ordered before joining
the queue. We assume that each queue has a buLer with in5nite capacity and the
queue a (= 1; : : : ; N ) is guaranteed its service rate of pa (¿0) jobs per slot in time-
average, where p1 + · · · + pN =1. On this setup, consider the scheduling policy that
allocates the server at each slot so as to make the sojourn times small without the
information of queue lengths (open-loop and non-work-conserving control).
Such a problem is often described in the context of the communication networks the-
ory, and we evaluate the application of m-balanced words according to the monograph
by Kesidis [13, Chapter 3]. We here assume that all queues are initially empty just
before the 0th slot and that the arrival of a batch occurs just after the slot boundary.
The service of a job starts just after the slot boundary and terminates at the end of the
same slot. Therefore, if a job arrives and 5nds the queue empty and also the server
is allocated to that queue at that slot, then the job leaves the queue at the end of the
same slot with no sojourn time (cut-through). The performance criterion used in [13]
is as follows: Let Cai denote the ith arriving job at queue a. Let A
a
i and D
a
i be the
arrival and departure slots of Cai , respectively. De5ne the virtual clock-virtual -nishing
times (VC-VFTs) {Fai }i∈N on R by
Fai = max(F
a
i−1; A
a
i ) +
1
pa
(12)
with Fa0 ≡ 0. Note that the VC-VFT Fai means the virtual and ideal departure time of
Cai as if the server were always available at queue a and each service time at queue a
were constant at 1=pa.
Denition 5.1 (Minimum-bandwidth property [13]). The queue a is said to have
a minimum bandwidth property with parameter )a if Dai6F
a
i +)a, for all i∈N and all
arrival processes {Aai }i∈N. Furthermore, if queue a has a minimum bandwidth property
with parameter )a for all a=1; : : : ; N , then the scheduler is said to have a minimum
bandwidth property with parameter )= max16a6N )a.
The minimum-bandwidth property with parameter ) implies that the actual departure
time of each job never exceeds the ideal departure time plus ). The application of
m-balanced words leads to the following property:
Theorem 5.1. Consider the scheduling policy U =U0U1 · · · ∈AN on A= {1; : : : ; N}
such that the server is allocated to queue Un at slot n. If the word U is m-balanced,
then the scheduler has the minimum bandwidth property with parameter
)=m− 1.
Proof. After the server was allocated to queue a, if it has been allocated to queue a
totally k times, then there exists an a-chain aWa of U such that |W |a= k − 1. If U
is m-balanced, then |W |6k=pa +m− 1 by Theorem 3.7. Now, consider the following
two cases: If queue a is empty at Aai , the worst case is found when C
a
i arrives at
the slot just after the server is allocated to queue a. In this case, from the above
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observation (k =1), we have
Dai 6 A
a
i +
1
pa
+ m− 1:
Thus, since Fai¿A
a
i + 1=pa from the de5nition of VC-VFTs (12), we have
Dai6F
a
i + m− 1.
Next, consider the case where queue a is not empty at Aai . Let C
a
k (k¡i) denote the
5rst job in the busy period including Cai . The worst case is found when C
a
k arrives at
the slot just after the server is allocated to queue a. In this case, similar to the above,
Dai 6 A
a
k +
i − k + 1
pa
+ m− 1:
While, using (12) repeatedly,
Fai ¿ F
a
i−1 +
1
pa
¿ Fai−2 +
2
pa
¿ · · ·¿ Aak +
i − k + 1
pa
:
Hence, we have also Dai6F
a
i + m− 1.
From Theorems 4.1 and 5.1, we have immediately the following.
Corollary 5.1. The scheduler using Algorithm 1 always has the minimum bandwidth
property with parameter )=N − 2.
We can see that this result competes with any open-loop (non-work-conserving)
schedulers discussed in [13]. However, it should be noted that the problem discussed
here is just a simple example and more practical situations are considered in the
specialized 5eld of communication networks (see, e.g., [7]).
5.2. Routing of deterministic arrivals to parallel deterministic queues
There are N (¿2) parallel single-server in5nite-buLer queues. A job arrives at each
time unit and is allocated to one of the parallel queues. Jobs at each queue are processed
under the FIFO discipline and the service time for a job at queue a (= 1; : : : ; N ) is
deterministic at 1=pa (¿0), where p1 + · · ·+ pN =1. We assume that all queues are
initially empty at time 0 and consider how to allocate the jobs so as to make the
maximum of the waiting times small. In this model, if we would allocate each job to
queue a randomly with probability pa, then the arrival and service rates are equal at
each queue in random environment and it is known that the waiting times have no
mean. Namely, a deterministic control is required.
Theorem 5.2. Let A= {1; : : : ; N} and consider a routing policy U =U1U2 · · · ∈AN
such that, for n=1; 2; : : : ; the n th arriving job is allocated to queue Un. If the word U
is m-balanced, then the waiting times of jobs are bounded by m.
Proof. Let Cai be the ith allocated job to queue a, and let A
a
i and D
a
i denote, respec-
tively, the arriving time and the service starting time of Cai . If queue a is empty
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just before Aai , then clearly the waiting time of C
a
i is D
a
i − Aai =0. Consider the
case where queue a is not empty just before Aai . Let C
a
k (k¡i) be the 5rst job
in the busy period including Cai at queue a. Then, clearly D
a
i =A
a
k + (i − k)=pa.
Note that Aai is the time at which the letter a just appears (i − k) times in U af-
ter Aak . Since, from Theorem 3.7, a factor W of U such that |W |a= i− k + 1 satis5es
|W |¿(i − k)=pa − m+ 1, we have Aai − Aak¿(i − k)=pa − m. Hence, the waiting time
satis5es Dai − Aai =Aak + (i − k)=pa − Aai6m.
From Theorems 4.1 and 5.2, we have immediately the following.
Corollary 5.2. If one schedules the arrivals using Algorithm 1, then the waiting time
of each job is bounded by N − 1.
We should note that the model discussed here is studied (independently of us) by
van der Laan [20] (see also [21, Chapter 2]) where he shows (among other results) that
the asymptotic average waiting time over all jobs is bounded by (N −1)=2. This bound
on the average waiting time does not contradict our result on the maximal waiting time
since the average waiting time could be expected to be half of the maximum.
6. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have introduced a new notion called m-balanced words, which
gives a measure of “balancedness” for the words constructed on a 5nite alphabet.
We have also derived some properties of the m-balanced words and have shown that
we can always construct an (N − 1)-balanced word on the alphabet of N letters.
Furthermore, applying into two simple open-loop network scheduling problems, we
have demonstrated the use of our new notion. To some directions for further research,
we can make the following discussions:
Another notion of good balance: In both the applications in Section 5, we have
considered the worst cases. However, if we consider the average over N queues, it may
not be suitable to apply the notion of the m-balance developed in this paper. Consider,
for instance, the words on the alphabet (0; 1; 2) with the vector of densities (30=33;
2=33; 1=33), which is seen in Table 1(c) in Section 4. For the 2-balanced word U
seen in the table, the letter 0 is 2-balanced and 1 is 1-balanced. On the other hand,
there is an 11-balanced word U ′ with the period (0100000000002000000000010000
00000), where the letter 1 is indeed 11-balanced, but the letter 0 is 1-balanced. Note that
the letter 2 is 0-balanced in both U and U ′. Now, apply these U and U ′, respectively,
to the model in Section 5.2 and average the maximal waiting times in the respective
queues with respect to the densities. Then, we have, respectively,
2× 30
33
+ 1× 2
33
=
62
33
for U; 1× 30
33
+ 11× 2
33
=
52
33
for U ′;
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that is, the word U ′ shows the better result in terms of this criterion. In other words,
there are some cases where it is meaningful to consider another notion of “good
balance” taking the densities into account. For example, if the letter a (∈A) is
ma-balanced and has the density pa, we can consider the word such that
∑
a∈A pama
is as small as possible.
Relation with the notion of multimodularity: In many applications of the regular
(mechanical) words to the scheduling problems, the notion called multimodularity plays
an important role (see, e.g., [1–4,10,16]). If some relation could be found between the
multimodularity and the m-balanced words, then further applications of m-balanced
words to this 5eld could be expected.
Good initial values in Algorithm 1: We have applied the random search method to
5nd the good initial values of Algorithm 1. If any structure of the billiard words could
be clari5ed in terms of the m-balance, it would be possible to have a more eNcient
algorithm to 5nd the good initial values.
Approach from number theory and combinatorics: Throughout the paper, we have
discussed some properties and applications of the m-balanced words only in terms of
“well balancedness” and have hardly discussed from other points of view. However,
further characterization may be possible from the view of number theory and combi-
natorics and we would expect that the m-balanced words could be investigated in such
5elds as well as the 5elds of computer science and operations research.
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